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Flexible in application: The Kindermann DisplayLift
With the DisplayLift, Kindermann presents its new display stand with electrical height
adjustment for touch displays up to 86”. It is available in three versions: floor/wall
mounted stand, mobile cart and freestanding floor stand. This makes it versatile and
always ensures ergonomic working conditions.
The new DisplayLift from Kindermann convinces with its modern design, easy
handling and different variants. The core of this product is the electrically controlled
lifting column, which enables quick height adjustment of touch displays. Therefore,
the DisplayLift is ideal for interactive applications in classrooms, conference and
meeting rooms and ensures ergonomic working conditions.
The DisplayLift from Kindermann is suitable for touch displays up to 86”. The display
centre can be adjusted in height between 142.5 cm and 192.5 cm. The VESA mount,
with a flexible pattern of 300 x 200 - 800 x 600 mm, is included.
If a mobile solution is needed, the DisplayLift cart with a total of four castors (two of
them lockable) is suitable, whereas the floor/wall mounted version fixes the touch
display in one place. If an installation on the wall/floor is not allowed, an additional
floor plate transforms the DisplayLift stand into a freestanding solution.
Regardless of which variant is preferred, installation is simple and time-saving thanks
to the pre-assembled components.
As with all of its own products, Kindermann has attached great importance to simple
operation and installation as well as quality during development. "Made in Germany"
is a promise of quality that the DisplayLift lives up to. It is produced by Kindermann at
its headquarters in Eibelstadt and convinces with an attractive price-performance
ratio.
Further information at www.kindermann.de
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About Kindermann
As an innovative supplier of presentation and conference technology, Kindermann has an excellent reputation for
high-quality and user-friendly solutions.
The extensive range, which is one of the largest of its kind in Europe, offers a very wide spectrum of products from
projectors to complete conference room equipment, which are developed and produced to a high degree by
Kindermann.
The product range is divided into three divisions:
Presentation stands for projectors and flat screens.
Media technology includes all system and installation components as well as Digital Signage.
Conferencing deals with system solutions for high-quality conference and media areas, including audio and video
conferencing.
As a manufacturer and distributor, Kindermann supports its specialist trade partners with competent advice and
individual project support - from planning to equipment and integration. Attractive special services round off the
portfolio.
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